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Abstract— In this paper, we present two decentralized algo-
rithms that aim to achieve uniform lighting across the floor of
an experimental testbed under a variety of challenges, including
cross-illumination effects and external light disturbances. These
challenges cause over-illuminations in the environment that result
in a waste of energy and discomfort to the occupants. First, a
decentralized integral control approach that does not have any
communication between the lights is developed and applied to
the system. Due to its failure in achieving uniform lighting when
the cross-illumination effects are maximized, a new decentralized
method called the illumination balancing algorithm (IBA) is
developed that takes the local light levels into account when
adjusting the light voltages. The stability analysis of the IBA for
the full height partitions case of the testbed is shown as well as
the regulation problem results where the algorithm successfully
balances the illuminations and hence achieves uniform lighting.
In order to track a desired light level across the zones, the IBA
is augmented with an integral control at an arbitrarily selected
control loop. This combined algorithm achieved successful control
even in a case where the decentralized integral control failed.

Index Terms— Decentralized, load balancing, smart light
control system, illumination balancing algorithm (IBA).

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY conservation has become a crucial research topic
due to the increasing demand for energy in today’s

developing world. Exhaustion of energy resources and con-
siderable environmental issues (e.g., ozone depletion, global
warming) point to the necessity of research that aims to avoid
energy waste. Among various components of overall energy
consumption, lighting represents a major one. It consumes
close to 15% and 35% of the electricity used in residential and
commercial buildings, respectively, in the U.S. [1], [2]. Along
with the energy usage of 11% in industry [3], lighting uses
about 18% of the electricity. Commercial buildings account for
close to 71%, 18% of which is overall lighting electricity use.
For this reason, the smart lighting applications mostly focus
on commercial buildings.

Automatic lighting controls can reduce lighting energy con-
sumption by 50% in existing buildings [4], [5]. These lighting
control systems gained popularity in recent years as they pay
for themselves quickly due to considerable reduction in energy
usage. The energy saving is provided by avoiding redundant
illumination (i.e., over-illumination). Over-illuminations occur
due to multiple artificial lights in the ceiling and/or daylight
penetrating the room. In a shared-space office, the light
illuminates not only the cubicle under it but also rest of the
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cubicles at different levels depending on the distance from the
light to the cubicle. The contribution of a light to the light
level of the other cubicles is the cross-illumination effect of
the particular light. When these cross-coupling effects arise,
lighting control requires communication between the lights in
order to obtain a desired light level across the room.

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are used in some lighting
applications. They provide global communications between
the lights. The nodes send the data to a central controller (i.e.,
centralized approach) in a WSN. A smart lighting problem in
a shared-space office is formulated into a linear programming
problem under the assumption that the light level at a particular
point in the environment is the summation of light from
each luminaire in [6] and [7]. The problem is solved with
a centralized control strategy by using a WSN.

In addition to cross-illuminations, external daylight is
another challenge in lighting control. The lights take advantage
of natural light in order to use the least amount of energy
necessary to uniformly light a room. The concept of utilizing
sunlight for illumination is called daylight harvesting. When
integrated with photosensors, the system saves considerable
energy by attenuating artificial lights in response to daylight.
The centralized control strategy developed in [8] adapts to the
presence of natural light and provides a significant reduction
in electric light usage. The authors investigate how a WSN
can be used to adjust the lights to illuminate only the spaces
receiving inadequate natural light in [9].

Some lighting control systems take occupant preferences
into account and hence provide maximum comfort to users.
The research in [10] focuses on occupant satisfaction and
acceptance in office buildings with different structures. All
offices have daylight responsive systems and daylighting (the
use of a control system to modulate artificial light levels in
response to daylight) is studied in terms of user reactions and
energy savings. User preferences are considered constraints in
the linear programming approach in [6] and [7].

The smart lighting systems that have the ability to tune the
light levels focus on avoiding over-illumination to save energy.
These systems can also detect under-illuminations that might
occur when the daylight intensity decreases during the day
(e.g., disappearance of the sun when the weather is cloudy),
and tune the artificial lights. Moreover, some of the systems
are equipped with sensors (e.g., ultrasonic sensors, passive
infrared sensors, cameras) that can detect if a part of the
room is not occupied for some time [11]. The system can shut
down the lights that are responsible for the illumination of the
unoccupied areas. The combination of these two functionalities
(i.e., tuning the light levels and turning the lights ON/OFF)
results in the highest energy savings in buildings.

In addition to energy savings, some evidence indicates that
exposure to daylight reduces stress [12]. A study of the effect
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Fig. 1. (a) Box viewed with its lid closed. (b) Zone layout from top view.
(c) Interior of the box. A photocell is placed at the bottom of each zone. Half
height cardboard partitions are shown in this picture, which partially isolate
the zones from each other.

of daylighting on sales performance is given in [13]. Results
have shown that there is an important relationship between
daylight availability in buildings and human factors that affect
sales performance. Benefits of daylighting are studied in [14].

In comparison to all the above-mentioned research on
lighting controls ours is novel in that it provides a distributed
algorithm [the illumination balancing algorithm (IBA)]. Such
an algorithm can be scaled up to large-scale applications with
many lights and sensors. Moreover, as we show here, it can
overcome light disturbances and room structural variations
(e.g., in partitions).

II. EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED

A. Model Building and Light-Sensor Layout

A small box is used as the testbed as shown in Fig. 1.
This testbed is a physical model of residential, commercial,
and industrial environments; by using cardboard partitions at
different heights, the effects of multiple rooms in a building are
emulated (e.g., cubicles in an office building). Eight miniature
incandescent bulbs (#1847) are placed in the top of the box
as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (c). To sense the illumination levels
in each zone, eight Cadmium-Sulfide photocells (#276-1657)
are fixed directly under the lights on the bottom of the box. In
this way, eight zones are defined; each zone consists of a bulb
and the sensor under it. An external bulb is placed at the left
side of the box as can be seen in Fig. 1(c) in order to conduct
daylighting experiments.

B. Photosensors and Interface Circuity

Light-dependent resistors (LDR) are utilized to sense the
light levels at the bottom of the box. As its name implies, the
resistance of an LDR varies when the light intensity falling
on it changes. If there is no light on an LDR, its resistance is
infinite; it behaves as an open circuit. When the light intensity
falling on it increases, the resistance of the LDR decreases.
By using this principle, the light level can be converted to a
voltage signal with a voltage divider circuit. Hence, the light
level will be measured in volts in the experiments although

Fig. 2. Voltage divider circuit that is used as interface circuitry to the DS1104
hardware (i.e., microcontroller) and the raw sensor output according to given
circuit.

Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of the overall smart lighting system. Here, ui
denotes the applied voltage signal to the ith bulb, yi

raw and yi denote the raw
sensor output and light level in the ith zone, respectively, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}.

the unit for light intensity is lux. The divider circuit along
with its simulation can be seen in Fig. 2. In the figure, the
raw sensor output, yraw(t), grows when the illumination on
the LDR increases.

C. Overall System

The light levels should be converted to digital signals in
order to be processed in the microcontroller; therefore, ADC
channels of the microcontroller are used in this operation.
After sensor calibration (see below) and generating the voltage
signals to be applied to bulbs, the output data are converted
to continuous time signals via DAC channels. In addition, one
of the digital output channels is used in generating repeatable
identical external light disturbance to the testbed. An overall
representation of the closed-loop system is depicted in Fig. 3.

There is a tradeoff between the quality of a sensor and
its cost. Due to the cheap price of the LDRs, this tradeoff
is experienced in the testbed. Differences in sensor readings
occurred when a voltage sweep is implemented at each zone.
In addition to these differences, the threshold voltages of
the transistors inside the buffer ICs caused dead zones at
the beginning of the valid range (i.e., 0–10 V). Eventually,
the sensor calibration is made in a way such that it results
in yi ≈ ui , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8} in the linear region of full
height partitions case. In the experiments, we mostly stayed
in the linear region. Nonetheless, even though the signals go to
nonlinear regions, still the experiments are valid due to usage
of feedback in the system.
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Fig. 4. Convergence to desired light level with heuristic design.

III. DECENTRALIZED INTEGRAL CONTROL

A. Single Room Case

1) Intuitive Design: A single room is enclosed by full
height cardboard partitions and consists of one bulb and one
photosensor. Due to isolation of the room from outside, there
will be neither cross-illumination nor external light effects;
only the bulb affects the actual light level in the room. The bulb
is initialized with an arbitrary voltage signal. Subsequently,
the error signal which is the difference between the desired
light level and actual light level is computed. The sign of the
error determines if the voltage on the bulb should be increased
or decreased. If over-illumination occurs in the room, then the
sign of the error will be negative meaning that the light should
be dimmed. On the contrary, when the actual light level is less
than the desired light level, the sign will be positive and the
bulb voltage should be increased to reach the desired light level
in the environment. The voltage value that should be applied
to the bulb in order to obtain the desired light level will be
found easily with this simple intuitive approach. The algorithm
is expected to be successful even when there are external light
disturbances that will be introduced to the testbed to test for
daylighting performance.

2) Implementation of the Algorithm: The expression for the
algorithm is given as

u(kT ) = u(kT − T ) + αe(kT − T ) (1)

where T denotes the sampling period, u refers to voltage signal
on the bulb, e is for the error signal, kT and kT −T denote the
current and the previous steps, respectively, for k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
The design parameter is α and it determines the speed of
convergence. The algorithm will be applied to zones with a
decentralized approach (i.e., there will be eight control loops).
The actual light level is denoted by yi (kT ) for the i th zone
while d(kT ) represents the desired light level for all the zones.

The algorithm converges when α > 0. When α = 0,
the illumination stays constant since there are no updates on
u(kT ). If α < 0, then the algorithm diverges. For positive
values of α, convergence speed is illustrated in Fig. 4. Note
that when α takes greater values, the convergence speed
increases dramatically. However, after some point, it causes
oscillations.

Before applying the algorithm to the testbed, we look at the
linear difference equation given in (1) from another point of
view. It is trivial to go to z-domain by using the definition of

the unilateral Z -transform given as

U(z) = Z{u(k)} =
∞∑

k=0

u(k)z−k (2)

where z is a complex number. When the Z -transform is applied
to both sides of (1), the equation becomes

U(z) = z−1U(z) + αz−1 E(z). (3)

If this equation is manipulated, we get

C(z) := α

T

T

z − 1
= α

T
F(z) (4)

where

F(z) := T

z − 1
(5)

F(z) is the expression for the forward Euler numerical integra-
tion method. Hence, C(z) can be considered as an integrator
with a gain of α/T . Consequently, the relationship between
the integral controller in control theory and the intuitive design
here is

Ki = α

T
(6)

where Ki denotes the gain of the integral controller. Thus, it
is shown that the heuristic algorithm coincides with nothing
but an integral controller. The design parameter α can be
considered as the gain of the integral controller due to propor-
tional relationship with Ki . In the following experiments, α
and the sampling period T are selected as 0.001. The design
parameter is determined heuristically while the ability of the
microcontroller along with the dynamics of the system defined
the sampling period. This case (i.e., α = 0.001 and T = 0.001)
corresponds to an integral controller with Ki = 1.

B. Decentralized Integral Control: Experimental Results

The heuristic algorithm is implemented for each zone
separately for all three cases of partition heights. In this
decentralized approach, the i th light voltage ui depends on
only the corresponding light level yi where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}.
None of the light voltages are produced by considering the
light levels of the other zones (i.e., there is no communication
between the lights).

1) Full Height Partitions: Full height partitions case is
actually trivial as the cardboard partitions isolate all eight
zones completely from each other; it is expected that all the
light levels converge to desired light levels similar to Fig. 4.
Yet the experimental results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6
(α = 0.001) to complete an overall picture of the testbed.
All light levels converged to desired light level quickly. We
observed yi ≈ ui , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8} in the linear region as a
consequence of the sensor calibration.

2) Half Height Partitions: In this case, due to the reduction
in heights of the cardboard partitions, cross-illuminations
affect all the photosensors (i.e., each light affects all the
sensors). Note that half height partitions case corresponds to a
shared-space office in real life due to partial isolation created
by the cardboard partitions. Results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8
(α = 0.001).
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Fig. 5. Actual light levels (full height partitions case).

Fig. 6. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (full height partitions case).

Fig. 7. Actual light levels (half height partitions case).

Similar to the full height partitions case, actual light levels
quickly converged to desired light level in all the zones.
The decentralized integral control became successful in reach-
ing uniform illumination under restricted cross-illumination
effects. Notice that there is a drop in steady state bulb
voltage signals that result in desired uniform illumination (i.e.,
solutions) when Figs. 6 and 8 are compared. This reduction
makes sense as now the illumination in a zone is a combination
of all lights (i.e., yi = F(u) where u = [u1, u2, . . . , u8]T ,
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}).

3) Half Height Partitions (Daylighting): In this section, in
addition to cross-illumination effects, an external light distur-
bance is introduced to the testbed from left side. Naturally,
this light will affect the light levels of the zones located at
the left of the testbed more than the others. As a disturbance,
pulse signals are generated in the microcontroller that turns

Fig. 8. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (half height partitions case).

Fig. 9. Actual light levels (daylighting).

Fig. 10. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (daylighting).

the external light ON at t = 10, 50, and 90 s, and OFF at
t = 30, 70, and 110 s, respectively.

Desired light level is 6 for all the zones throughout the
experiment. The results are given in Figs. 9 and 10. Whenever
the external light is turned on, over-illuminations occurred for
a while. The algorithm reacted to over-illumination by reduc-
ing the voltage signals on the bulbs, and hence the light level
converged back to desired illumination level. Similarly, when
the external light is removed, suddenly the actual light level
became less than the desired level (i.e., under-illumination),
and bulb voltages are increased by the algorithm. Decentral-
ized integral control became very successful in rejecting the
light disturbances.

The energy usage is reduced when external light is present
inside the testbed. In reality, more energy can be saved depend-
ing on the window size at the walls. In modern buildings,
architects now take the daylight into account when designing
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Fig. 11. Actual light levels (no partitions case).

Fig. 12. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (no partitions case).

room structures. Utilizing natural light as much as possible
in illuminating the environments will result in huge energy
savings.

4) No Partitions: Now, half height cardboard partitions
are removed and hence the effects of cross-illuminations are
maximized. This will yield intensive interactions between
individual control loops. Results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12
(α = 0.001).

All zone light levels except Zones 5 and 6 converged to
desired light levels. Zones 5 (obviously) and 6 (slightly) are
over-illuminated, despite the fact that corresponding bulb volt-
ages dropped to zero. This unsuccessful performance proves
how crucial the cross-illumination effects are. The light level
in Zone 5 converged to the desired light level much quicker
than the others. The corresponding control loop started to dim
the light in Zone 5 right after a little over-illumination occurred
in there. However, dimming the light could not pull down the
actual light level to the desired level due to excessive cross-
illumination effects on Sensor 5. At t ≈ 3, the light level in
Zone 6 reached the target illumination and a similar response
occurred in Zone 6 too. It took more time for bulb 6 to drop
to zero as the light level in Zone 6 always stayed very close to
other light levels. However, the control loop of Zone 6 could
not prevent over-illumination as well. Bulbs are turned off
after some time and actual light levels remained higher than
the desired light level.

The results of a voltage sweep experiment in Zone 1
are illustrated in Fig. 13 to understand the reason for the
failure. The cross-illumination effects increased significantly
when half height partitions are removed. Especially in the

Fig. 13. Increment in the cross-illumination effects.

Fig. 14. Network of processors for executing tasks [16].

adjacent zones (i.e., Zones 2 and 3), the sensor readings are
very close to Sensor 1, which indicates excessive interactions
between the zones. Unpredictable intensive interactions will
always occur between the individual control loops with any
decentralized approach that does not have communications
between the lights. In order to overcome the negative effects
of these interactions, using other zone light levels as well
as the corresponding light level in adjusting a light voltage
might be useful. It is desired to minimize the light level
information used in separate control loops. Notice that if the
local communications cannot overcome the cross-illumination
effects, then a global communication between the lights (i.e.,
a centralized approach) may be required in achieving uniform
lighting.

IV. ILLUMINATION BALANCING ALGORITHM

In the previous section, the decentralized integral control
failed in the no partitions case. The analysis of the light
levels revealed that the cross-illumination effects became a
major issue that has to be considered in algorithm design. This
section introduces a new approach that takes these coupling
effects into account by using light level information of the
surrounding zones in tuning the bulb voltage signals. Local
communications between the bulbs will be used to counteract
the cross-illumination effects and hence to achieve desired
uniform lighting across the testbed.

A. IBA Formulation

The IBA is inspired by the load balancing in processor
networks problem [15], [16]. In the load balancing problem,
the system consists of multiple processors running in parallel.
Each processor has its own buffer in which computational
tasks are queued and the processors cooperate in the execution
of the tasks. The aim is to avoid under-utilization of proces-
sors by passing load between them. A processor network is
depicted in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 15. Topology used in the IBA. Notice that half of the zones (i.e.,
Zones 1, 2, 7, 8) have two neighbors and the others have three.

In Fig. 14, an arrow starting from the i th processor and
terminating at the j th processor means that the i th processor
can sense the load level of the j th processor, and pass load to it
if its neighbor is less heavily loaded. As there is always another
arrow starting from the j th processor and terminating at the
i th processor, both sides can pass load to each other when
there is an imbalance between the load levels. Naturally, there
will be no load pass when the neighbor processors are equally
loaded. Notice that processors might be passing and receiving
load at the same time since there can be multiple neighbors
(e.g., Processors 1, 2, 4, 5 have two neighbors). The change in
the load level of a processor is the sum of these transfers.

The design problem in the processor network is how much
load should be transferred between the neighbors at each
step. Since load levels of neighbors are compared at every
step, it is possible to make the amount of load transfer
between neighbors is proportional to the difference between
the individual load levels. In this way, the load transfer will
be big when the difference between the load levels is big (in
order to balance the load as fast as possible). Also, there will
be small transfers when the load levels become close in size.

When the problem is switched to the smart lights problem,
the first issue that should be considered is the choice of
topology (i.e., how the lights should be interconnected). As
can be seen in Fig. 1, the zone layout is appropriate for a
variety of neighborhood definitions in the testbed. However,
actually, it is the cross-illumination effects (see Fig. 13) that
should be taken into account in determining the topology due
to the fact that these coupling effects provide the essential
neighborhood information. When this fact is considered, the
network given in Fig. 15 is used for the testbed. It is seen in
this figure that the local communications are compatible with
the physical neighborhoods.

In the load balancing algorithm, the transferred load variable
is also the affected variable. Explicitly, some amount of tasks
are transferred between the processors, and it is the number
of tasks that is desired to be balanced. On the other hand, in
the smart lighting problem, there are two different variables;
light voltage signals and the actual light levels. It is the light
levels that we want to balance (uniform lighting), however
there is no direct way of passing illumination from one zone
to another. At this point, a fact is utilized in applying the
idea of load balancing to the smart-lights testbed. When the
voltage signal on the i th bulb varies, the most affected sensor
is the one directly under it (i.e., i th sensor) for all three
partition cases in the testbed where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}. This
information is acquired by voltage sweep experiments in the
zones, and an example for this is Zone 1 voltage sweep given
in Fig. 13. Hence, it becomes reasonable to increase (decrease)

the i th bulb voltage when i th zone is under-illuminated (over-
illuminated). The light levels are compared, but the voltage
signals on the bulbs are transferred between the zones. This
is the prime distinction from the original problem; here, the
transferred variable (i.e., voltage signals on the bulbs) is not
the affected variable (i.e., light levels). The IBA has one more
difference from the load balancing algorithm. In the load
balancing problem, the sum of load transfers, and the load
level change in the i th processor are the same. On the other
hand, in the smart lighting problem, the total change in the
i th bulb voltage, and the corresponding light level variation
due to this change are approximately equal in the full height
partitions case while these two variations are definitely not
equal to each other in the half height and no partitions cases.

B. IBA: Stability Analysis

1) Full Height Partitions Case Model: The zones,
Z = {1, 2, . . . , N}, are all connected to a network (see Fig. 15)
along which the bulbs in these zones can pass voltage to their
neighbors. The network of zones is described by a directed
graph, (Z , A), where A ⊂ Z × Z . For every i ∈ Z , there must
exist (i, j) ∈ A in order to assure that every zone is connected
to the network, and if (i, j) ∈ A then ( j, i) ∈ A. Bulb i can
only pass a portion of its voltage to bulb j if (i, j) ∈ A.
Finally, if (i, j) ∈ A, then i �= j .

We begin by specifying the discrete event system
(DES) model. Let Y = R

N be the set of states and
yk = [

y1, y2, . . . , yN
]T and yk+1 = [

y ′
1, y ′

2, . . . , y ′
N

]T

denote the states at times k and k + 1, respectively. Let yi (k ′)
denote the light level at zone i ∈ Z at time k ′. Let ei,p(i)

α(i)
represent that zone (i.e., bulb) i ∈ Z passes voltage to its
neighbors m ∈ p(i), where p(i) = { j : (i, j) ∈ Z}. Let the list
α(i) = (α j (i), α j ′(i)), . . . , α j ′′(i)) such that j < j ′ < · · · <
j ′′ and j, j ′, . . . , j ′′ ∈ p(i) and α j ≥ 0 for all j ∈ p(i);
the size of the list α(i) is |p(i)|. For convenience, we will
denote this list by α(i) = (α j (i) : j ∈ p(i)). The amount of
voltage transferred from bulb i ∈ Z to m ∈ p(i) is denoted by
αm(i). Let {ei,p(i)

α(i) } denote the set of all possible such voltage
transfers. Let the set of events be described by

E = P({ei,p(i)
α(i) }) − {∅} (7)

(P(Q) denotes the power set of the set Q). Notice that each
event ek ∈ E is defined as a set, with each element of ek

representing the passing of voltage by some bulb i ∈ Z to its
neighboring bulbs in the network. Let γi j ∈ (0, 1) for (i, j) ∈
A represent the proportion of the light level imbalance that
is sometimes guaranteed to be reduced when bulb i passes
voltage to bulb j .

Now we specify the enable function g and the state tran-
sition operator fek for ek ∈ g(yk). For all ei,p(i)

α(i) ∈ ek , where
α(i) = (α j (i) : j ∈ p(i)) and for Fi = Fi (ui ) = yi it is the
case that:

1) α j (i) = 0 if yi ≤ y j , where j ∈ p(i);
2) Fi (ui − ∑

m∈p(i)
αm(i)) ≥ Fj∗∗(u j∗∗ + α j∗∗(i)), where

y j∗∗ = min j (y j ) for all j ∈ p(i);
3) α j (i) = γi j (yi − y j ), where j ∈ p(i).
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If all conditions above hold, then event ek ∈ g(yk). Condi-
tion 1 prevents voltage from being passed by bulb i to bulb j if
zone i is less illuminated than zone j . Condition 2 implies that
after voltage α(i) has been passed, the new light level at zone
i must be at least as large as Fj∗∗(u j∗∗ +α j∗∗(i)) where j∗∗ is
the least illuminated zone among the neighbors of zone i . To
see that this expression holds, we need to examine the amount
of voltage that is passed from the i th bulb to its neighbors
[i.e., α j (i)]. In the implementation of the IBA, the amount of
voltage pass from bulb i to bulb j is α j (i) = γi j (yi − y j ) as
given in Condition 3. It is easy to see that α j (i) ≤ α j∗∗(i)
as yi − y j ≤ yi − y j∗∗ if the parameter γi j is chosen as the
same for all j ∈ p(i) (i.e., γi j = γ). It is seen in Figs. 5
and 6 that in the full height partitions case, the bulb voltage is
approximately the same as the sensor output, so Fi (ui ) ≈ ui .
Thus, (ii) becomes

ui −
∑

m∈p(i)

αm(i) ≥ u j∗∗ + α j∗∗(i). (8)

We need to verify that this expression holds as it is going to
be required in showing the selected Lyapunov function is a
non-increasing function in the stability analysis of the system.
Expand

∑
m∈p(i)

αm(i) in order to analyze (8) explicitly. We have

ui − α j (i) − α j ′(i) − · · · − α j ′′(i) ≥ u j∗∗ + α j∗∗(i). (9)

Here, j, j ′, . . . , j ′′ ∈ p(i). If the amount of voltage pass
defined in Condition 3 is substituted into (9) and we use
γi j = γ for all j ∈ p(i) and Fi (ui ) = yi ≈ ui , we get

ui − γ (ui − u j ) − γ (ui − u j ′) − · · · − γ (ui − u j ′′)

≥ u j∗∗ + γ (ui − u j∗∗). (10)

We see in (10) that parameter γ functions as a scaling factor.
It affects all voltage passes from the i th bulb to its neighbors;
therefore, the choice of this parameter will define if (8) will
hold or not. To understand how to select the parameter γ ,
consider the extreme case where y j = y j ′ = · · · = y j ′′ (i.e.,
all neighbors of zone i has the same light level). In this case,
the inequality in (10) becomes

ui − Niγ d ≥ u j∗∗ + γ d (11)

where Ni = |p(i)| and d = ui − u j for all j ∈ p(i). With
manipulation, it yields

d = ui − u j∗∗ ≥ (Ni + 1)γ d. (12)

To satisfy this inequality, γ should be selected as γ ≤ 1/(Ni +
1). In the testbed, considering that a zone connected to the
network has at most three neighbors according to Fig. 15, if
γ ≤ 1/4, then Condition 2 will hold for full height partitions
case. If event ek ∈ g(yk) and ei,p(i)

α(i) ∈ ek , then fek (yk) = yk+1,
where

F ′
i = Fi

⎛

⎝ui −
∑

{ j : j∈p(i)}
α j (i) +

∑

{ j :i∈p( j ),eα( j ) j,p( j)}∈ek

αi ( j)

⎞

⎠ .

(13)

It might be also useful to see this relationship from bulb
voltages point of view

u′
i = ui −

∑

{ j : j∈p(i)}
α j (i) +

∑

{ j :i∈p( j ),eα( j ) j,p( j)}∈ek

αi ( j). (14)

The i th zone bulb voltage at time k + 1, u′
i , is the voltage at

time k minus the total voltage passed by bulb i at time k.
Let Ev = E be the set of valid event trajectories. We must

further specify the sets of allowed event trajectories. Define a
partial event of type i to represent the passing of α(i) amount
of voltage from i ∈ Z to its neighbors p(i). A partial event
of type i will be denoted by ei,p(i) and the occurrence of
ei,p(i) indicates that i ∈ Z attempts to further balance its light
level with its neighbors. Event ek ∈ g(yk) is composed of a set
of partial events. Next we define the allowed event trajectories
Ea . For Ei ⊂ Ev , assume that each type of partial event occurs
infinitely often on each E ∈ Ei .

Clearly, Yb = {yk ∈ Y : yi = y j }, for all (i, j) ∈ Z is
an invariant set that represents perfectly balanced light levels
across the testbed. Notice that the only ek ∈ g(yk), when yk ∈
Yb, are ones such that all ei,p(i)

α(i) ∈ ek have α(i) = (0, 0, . . . , 0)
(i.e., there is no more voltage transfer between the bulbs when
the uniform lighting is acquired in the testbed).

2) Asymptotic Convergence to a Balanced State: To study
the ability of the system to automatically redistribute the
bulb voltages to achieve uniform lighting across the testbed,
a Lyapunov stability theoretic approach will be used. Let
S(Yb; r) be an r -neighborhood of Yb where r > 0. Let
the value of the function Y (yo, Ek, k) be the state reached
at time k from y0 ∈ Y by application of event sequence
Ek such that Ek E ∈ Ev (y0) where Ev (y0) is the set of
valid event trajectories when the initial state is y0 ∈ Y . Let
ȳ = [

ȳ1, ȳ2, . . . , ȳN
]T . Choose

ρ(yk,Yb) = inf{max{|y1 − ȳ1|, |y2 − ȳ2|, . . . ,
|yN − ȳN |} : ȳ ∈ Yb}. (15)

Theorem 1: For the network described above, the invariant
set Yb is asymptotically stable in the large with respect to Ei .
Finally, note that modeling and stability analysis for the case
where the partitions are at half height, or there are no partitions
at all, is more involved than the above analysis due to the
coupling. We leave such analysis as a future direction.

C. IBA: Regulation Problem

Several groups of experiments are carried out in this section
to test the performance of the IBA. In all groups, the system
is released from different initial light voltages while keeping
the sum of them constant throughout the experiments. It
is important to note here that it is not known what the
balanced light level will be if it can be attained. The only
anticipated behavior is that if the sum of applied bulb voltages
is set to a greater (less) value, then the balanced light level
would be higher (smaller). There is no desired light level
in these regulation problem experiments; the only aim is to
obtain uniform lighting across the testbed by passing voltages
between the lights. We refer to this as a regulation problem
although there is no reference light level here. Moreover, this
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Fig. 16. Block diagram of the Zone 1 closed loop in the regulation problem.
Notice that as p(1) = {2, 3} according to Fig. 15, the light levels of these
zones (i.e., y2 and y3) are used as well as the Zone 1 light level y1 in
generating the bulb 1 voltage signal u1.

reference signal should be zero for the system to be called as a
regulation problem [17]. However, when the same total applied
voltage is set for experiments with different initial conditions,
we expect to see the balanced light level value always the
same. We think of it regulating to this final balanced light
level. Hence, the terminology regulation problem makes sense.

As informative examples among the experiments made for
this section, two experiments with initial conditions of u(0) =
[3, 5, 3, 5, 6, 5, 7, 4]T and u(0) = [7, 7, 7, 7, 5, 5, 0, 0]T are
selected. The first one has relatively distributed initial bulb
voltages while the other one is obviously not distributed.
However, both of the implementations satisfy

∑8
i=1 ui = 38

throughout the experiments. The value of 38 V is selected
as it results in balanced illuminations in the linear region
for all three partition cases. For the first five seconds of all
experiments, initial bulb voltages were held constant to show
that the light levels of the zones are initially unbalanced. Then
at t = 5 s, the IBA is turned on.

Manipulating the definition of the voltage to be passed
between the bulbs given in Condition 3 (see Section IV-B)
with (14) yields the following expression that describes the
IBA for the regulation problem:

u′
i = ui −

∑

j∈p(i)

γ (yi(kT ) − y j (kT )). (16)

The control loop of Zone 1 according to (16) is depicted
in Fig. 16.

The decentralized integral control already achieved desired
uniform lighting across the testbed for full and half height
partitions; therefore, our main concern will be no partitions
case naturally. In addition to this, due to lack of space, the
experiments for the first two cases will not be shown here.
Nonetheless, a brief summary of these skipped experiments is
given for a complete picture of the regulation problem case.

The IBA achieved uniform lighting for both of the full and
half height partitions in each experiment. The balanced light
levels are acquired as approximately 4.75 and 5.1 V, respec-
tively. This increment makes sense due to cross-illumination
effects in the half height partitions case. Meanwhile, the light
voltages converged to the same values despite their release
from very different initial conditions.

1) Regulation Problem in No Partitions Case: The results
that will be shown in this section are very important since this
was the case where the decentralized integral control failed in
Section III. The cross-illumination effects proved how crucial
they are in no partitions case in Figs. 11 and 12. It becomes

Fig. 17. Actual light levels (regulation problem, no partitions, γ = 0.02).

Fig. 18. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (regulation problem, no partitions,
γ = 0.02).

Fig. 19. Actual light levels (regulation problem, no partitions, γ = 0.02).

impossible to predict the system response when the cross-
illumination effects are maximized. The results are given in
Figs. 17–20, respectively, where γ = 0.02.

In Figs. 17 and 19, the illuminations are balanced at about
6.35 consistently. The applied bulb voltages that result in
uniform lighting are

u∗ ≈ [4.25, 4.98, 6.42, 5.09, 3.27, 3.95, 5.05, 4.97]T (17)

in Figs. 18 and 20. This is a remarkable result showing
that whatever the initial conditions of the system are, the
IBA always balances the illumination by converging to the
same applied voltage values u∗. In the previous two partition
cases, the solutions were consistent as well. However, the final
applied bulb voltages are not close to each other here unlike
the previous cases. Meanwhile, the increments from 4.75 to
5.1, and from 5.1 to 6.35 have confirmed the increment in the
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Fig. 20. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (regulation problem, no partitions,
γ = 0.02).

Fig. 21. Block diagram of the Zone 1 closed loop in the tracking problem.

cross-illumination effects from another perspective as the cases
are switched from full height to half height, and from half
height to no partitions, respectively. Consequently, in spite of
the domination of the cross-illumination effects on the system
behavior, the IBA achieved uniform lighting across the testbed
by converging to the same light voltages every time.

D. IBA: Tracking Problem

In this section, the goal is not only balancing the light
levels (i.e., regulation) but also tracking a desired light level.
The IBA derived for the regulation problem (16) will remain
running here. Furthermore, it should be improved in a way
that it can decide to raise, reduce, or preserve the overall
light voltage when required. The most convenient way to
achieve this is to combine the heuristic algorithm developed
in Section III with the IBA. Notice that it is sufficient to run
the integral controller in a single zone as long as the speed
of the IBA is higher than the speed of the integral controller.
Otherwise, some fluctuations might occur in bulb voltages and
so the light levels. The IBA will run simultaneously with the
integral controller in Zone 1, which is selected arbitrarily. The
expression of the algorithm for the zone 1 is given as

u′
1 = u1 + αe1 −

∑

j∈p(1)

γ (y1(kT ) − y j (kT )) (18)

while (16) applies to the rest of the zones. Here, parameter
α = Ki T as given in (6) and e1 denotes the error signal for
the zone 1. The control loop for zone 1 is shown in Fig. 21.

Due to the integral controller, Zone 1 functions as an
external voltage transfer gate (i.e., if the testbed is under-
illuminated, Zone 1 increases bulb 1 voltage, which is dis-
tributed to the rest of the zones via IBA. On the contrary,

Fig. 22. Actual light levels (tracking problem, no partitions, γ = 0.02,
α = 0.008).

Fig. 23. Voltage signals applied to bulbs (tracking problem, no partitions,
γ = 0.02, α = 0.008).

if the testbed is over-illuminated, the integral controller will
dim the light 1, and the IBA will cancel this imbalance).
In the following experiments, γ will be set to 0.02 as this
selection resulted in very quick convergence in the regulation
problem. The value of α is tuned to 0.008. This choice
makes sense when α = 0.001 is recalled for the individual
zones in Section III. The initial bulb voltages are set to
u(0) = [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]T .

Similar to the regulation problem section, we skip show-
ing the results for full and half height partitions, including
daylighting experiments (half height partitions) due to lack
of space and the success of the decentralized integral control
in reaching the goals before. As a summary, the combined
algorithm achieved desired uniform lighting in full and half
height partitions very similar to decentralized integral control
results. Likewise, desired uniform lighting is preserved under
variations in the external light successfully. Repeating the
success of the decentralized integral control in full and half
height partitions cases (Sections III-B1, III-B2, and III-B3)
along with the achievement of the IBA in the regulation
problem for no partitions (see Section IV-C1) is promising
for the combined algorithm in no partitions case.

1) Tracking Problem in No Partitions Case: The algorithm
in (18) is developed in order to overcome the failure in
Section III for this case. We hope exploiting local commu-
nications between the lights will defeat the negative effects
of the maximized cross-illuminations. The results are given in
Figs. 22 and 23.
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As can be seen in Fig. 22, the actual light levels have shown
no overshoot, a little overshoot, and some undershoot while the
steps in the desired light level signal occurred at t = 0, t = 20,
and t = 40, respectively. Yet the light levels tracked the desired
light level in all the zones. As a matter of fact, the IBA worked
so fast that it canceled the imbalance that the integral control
creates rapidly and hence all the light levels moved together.
The small overshoot and the undershoot in Fig. 22 indicate
the effects of the maximized couplings. Similar to the solution
u∗ in Section IV-C.1, the applied bulb voltages that yield the
desired uniform lighting (i.e., solutions) are not close to each
other in Fig. 23.

The combined algorithm in (18) has repeated the success
of the decentralized integral control in full and half height
partitions cases. Moreover, it achieved desired uniform lighting
in the no partitions case. The IBA uses local communications
between the lights and this helped the controller to achieve
uniform lighting across the testbed in the no partitions case,
something that was not possible using the decentralized inte-
gral control. It is interesting that the goal of uniform lighting
across the entire testbed was achieved without a centralized
controller that requires global communications.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented experimental studies on a smart
lighting testbed. As the motivation of the research is to
acquire a desired uniform lighting across the floor with as
little information as possible, initially, a decentralized integral
control was implemented that does not have any communica-
tion between the lights. All goals, including daylighting were
reached in the testbed with this method except achieving uni-
form lighting in the case where the cross-illumination effects
were maximized. In order to avoid negative effects of these
high cross-couplings on separate control loops, local light
level information was utilized by each individual controller
in the IBA. This method achieved all the goals in the testbed
without requiring a global communication between the lights.
As a consequence, energy consumption was reduced by taking
advantage of all light contributions and external light while
providing the same light level to each zone.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof [16]: Choose a Lyapunov function

V (yk) = max
i

⎧
⎨

⎩
1

N

N∑

j=1

y j − yi

⎫
⎬

⎭ (19)

V (yk) always takes positive values except in a uniform lighting
situation where it becomes zero. Mathematically, V (yk) ≥
0,∀yk . Notice that

1

N

N∑

i=1

yi ≥ 1

N

(
max

i
{yi } + (N − 1) min

i
{yi}

)
. (20)

It is clear from (15), (19), and (20) that the following relations
are valid:

ρ(yk,Yb) ≥ 1

2

(
max

i
{yi} − min

i
{yi }

)
(21)

ρ(yk,Yb) ≤ max
i

{yi } − min
i

{yi } (22)

V (yk) = 1

N

N∑

i=1

yi − min
i

{yi }

≤ max
i

{yi } − min
i

{yi} (23)

V (yk) ≥ 1

N

(
max

i
{yi } + (N − 1) min

i
{yi }

)
− min

i
{yi}.

(24)

Equations (21) and (23) yield 2ρ(yk,Yb) ≥ maxi {yi } −
mini {yi} ≥ V (yk). Equation (24) can be manipulated to yield

V (yk) ≥ 1

N

(
max

i
{yi } − min

i
{yi }

)
. (25)

Equations (22) and (25) directly imply that

V (yk) ≥ 1

N
ρ(yk,Yb). (26)

We must also show that V (Y (yo, Ek, k)) is a nonincreasing
function for all k ∈ N, all y0 ∈ S(Yb; r) and all Ek , such that
Ek E ∈ Ei (y0). To see that this is the case, notice that once y0
is specified, V (yk) varies only when mini {yi} = y j∗∗ varies.
This least illuminated zone in the network cannot possibly pass
voltage, so y ′

j∗∗ ≥ y j∗∗ . Assume an event ek ∈ g(yk) occurs.

According to Condition (2) on ek ∈ g(yk), if ei,p(i)
α(i) ∈ ek

and j∗∗ ∈ p(i), it is not possible that y ′
i < y j∗∗ + α j∗∗(i).

Therefore, mini {y ′
i } ≥ y ′

j∗∗ and V (yk+1) ≤ V (yk). Thus, Yb

is stable in the sense of Lyapunov with respect to Ei .
In order to show that Yb is asymptotically stable in the large

with respect to Ei , it must be shown that for all y0 /∈ Yb and all
Ek such that Ek E ∈ Ei (y0), V (Y (y0, Ek, k)) → 0 as k → ∞.
If yk /∈ Yb , then there must be some least illuminated zone j∗∗
(there may be more than one) and some other zone i such that
(i, j∗∗) ∈ A and yi > y j∗∗ . Because of the restrictions imposed
by Ei , we know that all the partial events are guaranteed to
occur infinitely often. According to Condition (3) on ek ∈
g(yk), each time partial event ei,p(i) occurs, y j∗∗ is guaranteed
to increase by a fixed fraction γi j∗∗ ∈ (0, 1) of yi − y j∗∗ so
that y ′

j∗∗ > y j∗∗ . Thus, for every k ≥ 0, there exists k ′ > k
such that V (yk′) > V (yk′+1) as long as yk′ /∈ Yb so that
V (Y (y0, Ek, k)) → 0 as k → ∞ and Yb is asymptotically
stable in the large with respect to Ei .
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